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SUMMARY
A one-dimensional theoretical method for the prediction of the internal
performance of a scramjet engine is presented. Using this method, the evalua-
tion of the effect; of vehicle forebody flow parameters and characteristics on
predicted thrust for the Langley scramjet engine indicate the engine capture
mass flow, and thus thrust is strongly influenced by changes in vehicle fore-
body characteristics. Evaluation of the effects of changes in the engine
internal parameters on thrust indicate that changes in engine flow parameters,
such as additive drag, fuel equivalence ratio, nozzle length or nozzle exit
area and combustor pressure integral cause significant changes in internal
thrust. Theoretical internal performance predictions, in terms of thrust
coefficient and specific impulse, are presented for free-s_ream Mach numbers
of 5, 6, and 7, free-stream dynamic pressure of 23,940 N/m c, forebody angles
of 4.6 ° to 14.6o and a fuel equivalence ratio of 1.0.
INTRODUCTIOn!
Vehicle design considerations in hypersonic flow (reference I) show that \
the reliable prediction of a scramjet engine's performance is an absolute k!
requirement. This becomes evident upon consideration of the fact that the net
thrust is the difference between two large and nearly equal forces, the nozzle
thrust and the inlet ram drag. Misdirect!on or location (relative to vehicle
center of gravity) of the large nozzl_ thrust vector can result in exorbitant
vehicle trim drag penalties (referenc_ l) while intelligent engine vehicle
integration to control the thrust vector location and orientation can result
in significant gains in lift (references 2 and 3). In order to further study
the problems inherent in hypersonic vehicle engine integration, the need exists
for engine performance computations covering a range of Mach numbers and angles
of attack. As any initial hypersonic flight experiments will probably be
conducted on a small scale experimental vehicle, emphasis should be placed on
providing hypersor_ic engine performance results which would be applicable to
this case.
To meet this need, the Langley scranjet modular engine (figure l) discussed
in references ¢ throu.]h 8 was chosen fo" analysis of its performance character-
istics. The modular engine concept lends itself to integration with the
vehtcle airframe. This engine ms designed with modest contraction ratios and
fixed geometry. Three swept-back fuel |nJectton struts are used to enhance the
inlet flow compression and reduce the co,_stor length by providing multiple
Injection planes. The engine conf4guratlon ts rectangular in cross-sectional
shape, has swept sidewall planar surfaces, has an opening upstream of the cowl
leading edge through which flow spillage occurs for starting and normal opera-
tton, and has the external cowl surface at a smell angle (1 1/2 °) with the local
flow to keep external cowl drag minimal. Veh|cle-engtne integration ts assumed
to be such that large portions of the vehicle afterbody are used as part of the
engine exhaust nozzle.
There are several computerized methods available (references 9 through 11)
to calculate the performance of hydrogen-fueled, supersonic combustion ramjet
engines based on real-gas, equilibrium thermodynamic properties. For the
present analysis, the method chosen was originally developed by Griffin Y. Anderson
of Langley Research Center, with the idea that the program structure is such
that future modifications could easily be made to fit the problem under con-
sideration. The cycle process and performance parameters are based on assuming
one-dimensional fluid flow and real gas equilibrium thermodynamic properties
in conjunction with the control volume concept. The thermodynamic property
data was taken from reference !2 and modified so that the enthalw base matches
that of reference 13. The original computerized method has been modified so as
to account individually and separately for heat (due to surface heat transfer)
and friction losses of the flow before entering the engine and of the engine
flow as it passes through the tnlet, combustor, and nozzle. Other modifications
to the analysis allow for inclusion of the effects of flow spillage through the
bottom of the inlet and of injected fuel temperature. Shock kinetic energy
efficfencies are used to account for nonviscous losses of the engine capture
flow in the forebody, inlet and nozzle portions of the engine cycle analysis.
The method and the modifications are discussed.
A cycle and performance analysis has been performed for an engine module
of a size believed to be representative of that for an experimental hypersonic
vehicle. These computations were made for free-stream Mach number_ of 5, 6,
and 7, for altitudes corresoonding to a free-stream dynamic pressure of
- 23,940 N/m Z (- 500 Ib/ftz), and for boundary layer correCtn:dcefsorebodySmU_face
...I._ ^_ 4.60 7.10 _ 9 6 , 12.1 , and 14.6 . It was also y ...
estimate's of friction and heat losses, nozzle plume drag and size, inlet sp/lm-
age, additive drag, drag due to lift, and inlet contraction ratios. The
procedures utilized to obtain these estimates are discussed and the results are
presented along with the performance results.
SYMBOLS
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Al ,J
area (m2)
the area at station "l" that the mass flow W_ (no spillage)
would occupy with the station "l" velocity aHd density
which includes boundary layer losses (mz)
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CF
CI
DE
DA
E
F
F (p,ps)
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(ht)fuel
H
AH
(Z_l)fuel
Isp
K
H
P
Pr
q
Ro
cmbustor _il pressure t._ral parameter deftned by
equation (47)
c f ct m (A#%A=)
engine force coefficient (kB/qoA c)
nozzle plume drag coefficient (DE/qoAc)
friction coefficient
inlet additive drag coefficient (DAlqoAc)
nozzle plume drag (N)
inlet additive drag (N)
defined by equation (16)
defined by equation {15)
defined as equal to p (N/m2)
friction losses (N)
acceleration due to gravity (m/sec 2)
enthal py (J/Kg)
heating value of fuel (O/Kg)
engine height (m)
engine component heat loss (J/sec)
heat added to fuel through regenerative engine cooling
specific impulse (sec)
ratio of specific heats
Hach number
pressure {r4/m2)
Prandtl number
dynamic pressure !N/m2)
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness
ST
aT
V
W
6
ncomb
nK
AA
AB
^I
P
I"
¢
x
Subscrlpts
A
tmpeemture (OK)
tncrment of tmmture (°K)
velocity (_sec)
mass flow (kg/sec)
mass averaged nozzle exit flow direction relative to
vehicle forebody surface
parameter defined by equation (7)
combustion efficiency
shock kinetic energy efficiency {adiabatic)
component in the flight direction of the engine force
parallel to vehicle forebody surface {N)
component in the flight direction of the engine force
normal to vehicle forebody surface (N)
absolute pressure force on the capture flow stream tube
over the inlet spillage flow area and normal to forebody
surface and defined by equatlon{3){N)
absolute pressure force on the lower surface of the plume
nomal to forebody surface
parameter defined by equation {9)
density (kg/m3)
parameter defined by equation (8)
engine thrust (N)
fuel equivalence ratio
parameter defined by equation (6)
vehicle forebody angle with free-stream (deg.)
momentum pA + WV, (N)
parameters include no boundary layer losses
i)
F
AV
c
CI
CO
comb
f
fuel
G
HS
I
inv.
140 - 6
N
PE
S
t
W
0
1
2
3
4
average of perimeter over engtne component being considered
oowl -.
vmlue of parameters mt entrance of engine component being
considered
engine component being considered such as vehtcle forebody,
tnlet, _stor, and nozzle
combustor engine coeq)onent
vehicle forebody engine component
fuel
guessed value during iteration for solution
parameter value as computed for heat sink engine of
reference 18
inlet engine component
Invlscid value outside boundary layer
value of parameter at freestream Mach number of 6.0
nozzle engine component
Langley scra_et englne module of present paper. Capture
area is 0.1672 mZ
isentropic expansion of flow at an engine station to
pressure of the immediate upstream engine station
stagnation value
wall value
free-stream station
engine inlet entrance station
engine inlet throat station
engine combustor exit station
engine nozzle exit station
Superscripts
prime quantities tnclude no shock losses for engtne component
tn consideration
ENGINE PERFORMANCEANALYSIS
The present method of solution for a screwer consists of combining a one-
dimensional fluid flow model and real gas equilibrium thermodynamics with the
control volume concept. The control volume assumed re]ative to the engine
inlet entrance station and the one dimensional fluid flow model chosen are
illustrated in figure 2. The engine capture mass flow passes from the free
stream through the vehicle bow shock, along the forebody surface, through the
inlet (spilling flow through the bottom of the inlet), through the com_stor
and out through the nozzle exit. The changes in the engine flow parame+ers
through the engine are computed one dimensionally. Calculations are done
separately for the vehicle forebody flow field, inlet, combustor, and nozzle
and approximately account for the shock losses, fricticn losses, and heat
losses along with flow spillage through the bottom of the engine.
The resultant force (or thrust) in the flight direction exerted on a
vehicle by the engine is the integral of the absolute pressure forces in this
direction on the surfaces washed by the capture flow of the engine. Therefore,
utilizing the control volume concept and the one-dimensional flow model
(figure 2) the engine's resultant thrust is predicted by the computation of the
engine force AA/cos . in a direction parallel to the vehicle forebody surface
and the engine force AB/Sln _ on the capture flow stream tube in a direction
normal to the vehicle forebody surface and vectorally resolving both forces to
the flight direction. The vectoral relationship between the engine forces
AA/COS . and AB/Sln . with resultant thrust in the flight direction is shown
in figure 2. The force AA/COS _ is equal to the integral of the absolute
pressure forces on the surface washed by the flow and in a direction parallel
to the forebody surface. The force AA/COS _ is also equal to the nozzle exit
flow momentum, minus the momentum of the capture flow at the inlet entrance
station, the plume drag, and the additive drag summed in a direction parallel
to the vehicle forebody. The force AB/Sln _ is equal to the integral of the
absolute pressure forces on the surfaces washed (excluding the vehicle forebody
surface) by the capture flow and in a direction nor_l to the vehicle foreb_y
surface. The force AB/sin . is also equal to the pressure force (Al) on the
capture flow stream tube over the spillage area of the inlet, the pressure force
(Ap) over the plume lower surface area and the nozzle exit flow momentum summed
in a direction normal to the vehicle forebody surface. The forces AB have to
be evaluated as they have a component in the drag direction {figure 2) which
!rest be tncluded tn the net thrust detemtnatton.
|n coefficient fore and in the vehtcle fltght direction, is given by,
The resultant engtne thrust,
cA+cn
The coefficient relative to the force hA ts given by,
AA
CA = qo-_c
and the force hA is given by,
l(a)
l(b)
Nozzle Exit
Momentum
hA . {I (P4 + P4V_)A41
Inlet Entrance Stream Tube
Momentum Pressure Forces
.I I
Cosine fl .I (Pl + o1V_)A11 .1% Ac(C I + CE)I} Cos l(c)
The coefficient relative to the force AB is given by,
hB
CB =qo-_c e l(d)
and the force AB is given by,
Stream Tube Nozzle Exit
Pressure Forces Momentum
I
hB = _AI + ApI+I(P4A4 + W4V4)Isln B} sin _ l(e)
Another measure of the scramJet engine internal performance is given by
specific impulse. The specific impulse Is the thrust in flight direction
divided by the fuel flow per second and is given by,
,, T
Isp fl_uel_ (2)
In order to compute the thrust coefficient or specific impulse, the engine's
correspondin_ one-dimensional internal flow has to be c_puted based on assumed or
computed values for the nozzle exit area A4, the additive drag ceefficient CI, the
plume drag coefficient CE, the plume force Ap normal to the forebody surface,
the fuel flow Wfuel, and the engine's Inlet raass flow spillage and aerodynamic
i
c
contraction ratio AlIA 2. The nozzie _xit area, the additive drag coefficient,
the plume drag coefficient, the plume force nomal to the forebody surface, and
the eflgtne tnlet mass flow sptllage and aei_(lynamt,: contraction ratio must be
determined experimentally or approximated theoretically. The parameters chosen
as input to the analysis are listed in Table I. The methods used to obtain
these input parameters are discussed in the following sections.
The calculations for the engine capture flow are made separately and tn
the following order: free stream, vehicle forebody flow field, inlet, combustor,
and nozzle. In general, the vehicle forebody flow field and inlet calculations
consist of making constant pressure momentum balance computations separately
across the vehicle forebody flow field and inlet assuming the pressures to be,
respectively, Po and Pl" In so doing, the capture flow is penalized as to
friction and heat losses. Following the constant pressure computation the
engine capture flow is penalized as to shock losses using the concept of shock
kinetic energy efficiency. Then in the vehicle forebody flow calculation the
flow is compressed to pressure "Pl"' the pressure of the inviscid flow down-
stream of the forebody shock. In the inlet flow calculation the flow is com-
pressed to the inlet aerodynamic throat area "A2". The flow calculation
across the combustor consists of setting up a control volume on the combustor
as shown in figure 3, and generating a one-dimensional momentum and heat balance
for the control volume. The resulting set of equations are solved for the com-
bustor exit flow conditions. The one-dimensional flow computations for the
nozzle consist of isentropically expanding the flow from the combustor exit to
the nozzle exit area A4. The nozzle exit flow conditions thus obtained are
then p_nalized as to friction and heat losses in the nozzle. A more detailed
development of the theoretical one-dimenslonal flow method utilized is presented
in the Appendix.
ENGINE PERFORMANCE
Prediction of the performance of a scra_et engine requires knowledge of
several parameters whose values are strongly engine design or vehicle-engine
integration oriented. In fact, for some engines and vehicles, the determination
of the values of these parameters can be reliably done only by experimental
means or at least by a combination of theoretical and experimental means. This
is particularly true when dealing with the Langley scramjet module and its
integration with a vehicle. For example, schedules (as a function of inlet
entrance or vehicle forebody inviscid Mach number) of the module spillage flow
Wo - Wl
Wo , additive drag (C inlet pressure force A I normal to the forebody
surface, and inlet aerodynan_ic contraction ratio (A2/AI), are determined experi-
mentally or through a combination of experiment and theory. In the present
analysis, theoretical approximations are obtained for the nozzle exi_ area
(A4/A1), plume drag (CE), plum force kp nomal to forebody surface, and heat
and frictton losses of the vehtcle forebody, the tnlet, the combustor and the
nozzle. The nozzle plume shape, nozzle ext,_area, nozzle extt flow d|rectton,
plume force Ap, and plume drag are strongly dependent on the veh|cle afterbody
shape (nozzle top surface) tn relat|on to the engtne. The methods used to
generate the additional engine parameters needed to make performance computa-
tions are discussed and the result!ng engine parameters presented in figures 4
through 20. A ltst of these engine parameters ts presented tn Table 1. Theo-
retical performance computations, using these parameters, were made for _ree-
stream Mach numbers 5, 6, and 7, free-stream dynamtc pressure 23,940 N/mc and
vehicle forebody surface angles of 4.6 °, 7.1 °, 9.6 °, 12.10 and 14.60 relattve
to the free stream. These predictions are discussed and the results presented
in figures 21 through 23. The sensitivity of predicted engine force hA
(parallel to vehicle forebody surface) to the engine parameters of figures 4
through 20 is also discussed and the results oresented graphically in figures
24 through 29.
O
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Engine Parameters
Pressure ratio across vehicle fqre.bodx shock and the inviscid Mach number.-
The pressure ratio pl/Po across the vehicle forebody shock, the vehicle
forebody's inviscid Mach number and the inviscid kinetic energy efficiency
(nK)f across the shock are assumed to be those computed for conical flow
corresponding to cone angles equal to the vehicle forebody surface angle "m"
relative to the free stream plus 0.40 to account for boundary layer on the
surface. The resulting theoretical pressure ratios, inviscid Mach numbers and
invlscid shock kinetic energy efficiencles are presented in figure 4 for free-
stream Mach numbers 5, 6, and 7. This assumption for the inviscid forebody
flow is a result of experimental testing of representative vehicle forebody
shapes as well as comparison of theoretically predicted surface pressures
(reference 14) with cene surface pressures.
Inlet mass flow spillage.- The mass flow captured as a function of the
mass_ow that could be captured without inlet spillage was determined experi-
mentally. These experimental results are presented in figure 5 in terms of
Wo - W1
spillage flow ratio for an inlet entrance (or vehicle forebody)
We
inviscid Mach number range (M1, inv.) of 2.3 to 6.0. In general, the procedure
used to obtain these results consists of obtaining static and pitot pressure
surveys of the flow downstream of the struts and integrating the mass flow per
unit area ]ene_ated from these surveys over the survey area while correcting
for local flow direction. A detailed discussion of the method used for the
Mach number 6.0 _ata is presented in reference 4 while a more general discussion
of all the data i_ presented in reference 6. For the present calculations It
9
Ac ,- A1 _ " W1
was mlse assumed that Ac ts equal to Wo . The cowl area Ac is
the area obtained by the projection of the tnlet leedtng edges on a plane nor-
ml to the forebody flow. This assumption results tn the computation of W o
(eq. 21 of Appendix) as based on the mass flow captured W1 as computed from
the on.dimensional flow at statton 1 (eq. 20 of Appendix). Thts assumes the
one-dimensional flow computed for statton 1 extends all across the cowl area.
The Wo ts therefore smaller than would be obtained if nonvfscous flow cendf-
ttons were assumed across the spillage flow area (Ac - A1).
Inlet aerodynamic contraction ratio.- The inlet aerodynamic contraction
ratio was determlned exp'er'i_nen_l_y (reference 6) and the results are presented
in figure 6 for an inlet entrance (or vehicle forebody)inviscid Hach r,umber
range of 2.3 to 6.0. This Mach number schedule is based on experiment_; values
for mass weighted average throat Hach number and total pressure along with the
assumption of adiabatic flow.
Inlet normal force and additive drag.- The inlet normal force AI is the
absolute pressure force on the capture stream tube over the spillage area and
is assumed to be approximated by,
AI : 2.4 H2 Pl (3)
The parameter H is the engine height. The relation thus assumed for AI is
based on the assumption that the lower surface cf the inlet stream tube exposed
to the external flow and located between the inlet entrance station and the
cowl leading edge is acted on by the forebody flow field static pressure Pl
over the exposed stream tube surface area.
The additive drag is determined using a combination of experimental and
theoretical results. Experimental values for engine capture flow (modified
values of reference 6 between (M1)inv. values of 2.3 to 6.0) are used to deter-
mine approximately where the dividing stream line (between capture and spillage
flow) is located at the inlet entrance station (station "l") to the cow1 lip.
This dividing streamline is determined by matching pressure and flow direc-
tien along the stream tube surface dividing the internal and external flow.
This method approximates the down turning of the flow and the pressure in each
Jf the shock bays open to the external flow. This procedure is applied through
the inlet along the dividing stream line to a point just foreward of the cowl
lip. The strong shock located in the vicinity of the cowl lip and detached
shock waves (for the lower Mach numbers) make it necessary to assume a relative-
ly arbitrary fairing from the dividing stream line, already defined to the cowl
lip. The absolute static pressures along this stream line are then approximated
by the experimentally measured inlet sidewall and strut static pressures. The
additive drag as approximated by this procedure is presented in figure 7 in
lO
O
terns of addtt|ve drag coefficient (C I • DA/qo Ac)_or free-stPem Math numbers
of 5, 6, and 7.
e
Nozzle plume drag, normal force _, extt area and extt flow dtrec.tion.-
The internal nozzle flow and external plume are computed theoretically using a
technique known as floating shock fitting developed by Morettt in reference 15
and discussed further by Salas in reference 16. The computerized version of the
method used in the present nozzle-plume computations was developed by Salas for
_o-dtmenstonal and axisymmetrJc flows. The two-dimensional version ts used in
the present computations. Th_ internal nozzle flow properties, external plume
shape and flow properties including local flow directions, and pressure distri-
bution along the lower surface of the external plume are generated using the
nozzle vehicle afterbody relationship presented in figure 8. The nozzle-plume
computations are for a perfect gas with a specific heat ratio of 1.25 and
initial conditions at the nozzle entrance are obtained using the method of the
present paper to generate one-dimensional flow parameters at the nozzle entrance.
The Flume drag is then calculated by integrating the absolute pressure forces
on the lower surface of the plume in a direction parallel to the vehicle fore-
body surface. The results of these computations in terms of plume drag coeffi-
cient (CE) are presented in figure 9 in terms of DE/qo Ac. The nozzle force
Ytp normal to the vehicle forebody surface is obtained by integrating the
absolute pressure forces on the lower surface of the plume in a direction nor-
mal to the forebody surface. The results of these computations are presented
in figure lO in terms of Ap/qo Ac. The nozzle exit area is obtained from the
plume shape at the trailing edge of the vehicle afterbody surface and in a plane
normal to the average nozzle flow direction. The results of these computations
in terms of area ratio (A4/A l) are presented in figures ll(a) and ll(b). The
average nozzle exit flow direction (_) is obtained by mass weighting the local
flow directions across the nozzle exit plane and the results of these computa-
tions are presented in figure 12. •
Friction and heat losses of engine capture flow.- The friction _osses are
computed assuming the for_'6{ Reynolds analogy put forth in equation (2) of
the Appendix. Therefore, before friction losses can be computed, an approxima-
tion of the heat loss must be obtained.
Heat-transfer computations were made for the vehicle forebody region ahead
of the engine ard the results are presented in figure 13. These theoretical
heat-transfer values for the forebody were computed using the method of refer-
ence 17, assuming flat plate flow and transition beginning at R0 = lO00. The
assumption of flat plate flow for these computations was made as it is believed
that this assumption wi_! produce a thicker boundary laver than that for a
corresponding conical flow assumption and therefore would be the pessimistic
case.
Heat-transfer computations for the internal surfaces of the engine are
reported for a smaller scale heat rink version in reference 18. These
II
o0
_t4zttons teDre made for Mo - 7.0, MI - 6.0, and ¢- 1.0 and produced
the following heat loss values for the inlet, combustor, and nozzle.
- 3.. x lo4 Jo.les
(AHcomb)HS - 1.687 x 105 ,Joules
(AHN)HS - 5.60 x 104 Joules
(4)
The above heat-transfer values obtained for the heat sink engine (subscript HS)
of reference 18 are scaled up to the present engine (subscript PE) for a free-
stream Mach number of 6.0 using the following approximating relationship
{modified from reference 17) between the engine component heat-transfers of the
two engines.
1 1
(AHco)PE = F(pV)PE_ _ (Ac)PE FqH_7 _ / (Ac)HS _)-
x x\T y
o
(ht,° - hw)PE o, (5)
x (AHco) Hs
(ht,o hw)HS
o
This relationship for scaling of the b_at load assumes the friction coefficient
is inversely proportional to (qo Ac)I// instead of the more correc_ expression
of being inversely proportional to (qo Acl/2)I/7" In the scaling of the heat
transfers to very large engines It becomes important that the more correct
expression be used. The engine component (subscript CO) heat-transfer results
obtained using this computational procedure are presented in figure 14 for
Ho = 6.0; the nozzle heat transfers presented do notqnclude the heat transfer
to the vehicle afterbody portion of the nozzle. Results were obtained for the
free-stream Mach numbers 5 and 7 using the theoretical curves for engine cooling
presented in figure 23 of reference 7 to generate values for the ratio of engine
component heat-transfer to the engine component heat-transfer at Mo = 6.0.
The results of these computations are presented in figure 15 in terms of
AH/AHM = 6.0 for a free-stream Mach number range from 4.0 to 8.0. The engine
o
component heat-transfers calculated (for r4o = S, 7) using the curves of fig-
ures 14 and 15 are presented in figure !6; again the nozzle value does not
include the heat-transfers for the vehicle afterbody portion of the nozzle.
O
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Remaining engine parameters.- Values for the remaining parameters needed
in or(re-r--tomake engine perfo{n{ance computations are assumed keeping in mind
any reasonable physical limits or known vehicle restrictions. These include
fuel equivalence ratio {¢), combustion efficiency (ncomb), enthalpy level of
the hydrogen fuel, and combustor wall pressu','__ integral factor (given in refer-
ence 19 and discussed in the Appendix).
For an operational type hypersonic vehicle it would be desirable to
achieve cruise at a fuel equivalence ratio less than l.O so as to have acceler-
ation capabilities up to _ = l.O. Engine size is a problem for an experimental
vehicle and it becomes more important to keep engine size down as much as
possible by designing +'or cruise at $ = i.O and accelerate using fuel equiv-
alence ratios creater tr,an !.O. Therefore. the major portion of the engine
performance cem,.putatio:;sof the present paper were made for a fuel equivalence
ratio of l.O (apa II = 5, 6, and 7) with representative engine performance
computations for fuel equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 1.5 (and Mo = 6).
+ _ effi: (ncomb) is 0.95 which isThe value _ss_me." ."or _h. combustion iency
believed to be a realistic assumption for fuel equivalence ratios of l.O. For
fuel equivalence Fatios greater than or less than l.O, the combustion efficiency
increases :)ut ._owW,at degree it is not known. Therefore, the arbitrary assump-
tion of l.O fe_ the cor:bustion efficiency was made for the engine performance
computatio,Ts ,_.t fuel equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 1.5.
The c._ith_:)!le_'., of th_ fuel is assumed to be 1.415 x lO8 Joules/kg
wkich corresocr_s t:) a fuel te;,;peratureof lll.lOK; the enthalpy base is that
of referehce i_. The lnlet, combustor, and enclosed portion of the nozzle are
assumed to be :'e,_<:rerativelycooled and therefore the heat removed by cooling
these er,gi;,e c_.m_cnents is added to the fuel.
Zn_ir,e r._arameter_, for :-)_ 1.0.- The forebody flow field and. inlet flow
field are t._eoret:ca_l_' un_F_-ected by fuel equivalence ratio and therefore
values ol per;inen _ _)erformance parameters for the forebody and inlet discussed
for _>= ;._, vould be app. ic:_le to other fuel equivalence ratios. Combustor
and nozzle _eat tra;_-" '_¢- >,e.., and to some extent Friction losses, would be affected
and t_erefore w'au?d n,_.,'e to be altered to at.count for a fuel equivalence ratio
different fro:; i.i;. C_ezzle exit area and exit flow direction would also be
affected along with noT_zle plume d."a_;. The effect mf fuel equivalence ratio
on these C._ra,,_.,e_s was computed for the heat sink engine of reference 18. The
results of these ccw,:L,uTz,tions are presented i _, f_gures 17 through 20, non-
dimer;si')nal_zeJ wst.'_ _c .... to t _ !ue
...... ,_:_ ,,_ va of the parameter being considered as
compute_n fr,__ --; ! _l. Check computations for _._= l 5, _I = 7.0 and
" ' " " 0
-" _.6 ° v;ere _.ed_ .%r the same DaraF..'._ers fnr :he scramjet module of the
pFese_-,,. ->Tp_-," cc_ .ll e>:ce:,t heat-tr_nsfer)_ an._ these res'. ts are also pre-
sent_:d i,_ _(,'j;_.,-e,_ i _h,-c,uqh ,!C. i_ase_ on the satisfactory comparison shown
on th_se :i];_r{.s, _,t is assumed thac at least f.)r ._; = 1.5 realistic engine
perfermance ,-em_;_ati:3_,,,(po._ib!y with _he exception of heat-transfer) can be
made __ Lhp c, .,,_,} _,-veso_" fi:lure_ 17 through 20 and the value of the correspond-
ing ,,;,ra_eter '_,_ ' -- _ ,']
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Predicted Thrust and Speclflc Impulse
The theoretically predicted performance of the Langley scramjet engtne is
presented In figures 21 through 23 tn terms of force coefficients corresponding
to engtne forces AA and AB, thrust coefficient and spectftc tmpulse. These
engtne performance results are for the engtne atrframe integration configuration
shown in figure 8. It is important to note that these theoretical results do
not tnclude three-dimensional effects tn the afterbody flow, external cowl
drag, or flow end effects on the two outboard engines. In the forebody com-
putations the engine capture flow is penalized relative to friction and heat
transfer losses at the free-stream pressure (Appendix). Physically these losses
would occur at the forebody pressure and would result in a different entropy
gain. A check into the effect of imposing the forebody friction and heat losses
at the forebody pressure revealed an increase in predicted mass capture from
3.5 percent to 7 percent, and an increase in thrust coefficient of 1.g percent
to lO percent for the range of forebody angles considered. Preliminary com-
putations for the cowl drag indicate that the cowl drag is less than 4 percent
to 6 percent of the predicted thrust; the order of magnitude of the three-
dimensional effects and end effects are not known. The skin-friction drag and
heat transfer of the vehicle afterbody portion of the nozzle are charged off to
the aircraft. It was decided not to include the skin-friction drag and heat
transfer of the vehicle afterbody --_
po, _,on of the vehicle in the engine perfor-
mance computations due tu the fact _t is not known how and _f what this after-
body portion of the nozzle is to be cons,_ruc';.ed. ,_,
r,;_ever, if it is assumed
that the heat and friction losses of the vehic.e _,t_: bo(;j portion of the
nozzle are of the same order of magnitude (per unit area) as that of the inter-
nal portion of the nozzle, then for the configuration of figure 8, nozzle flow
friction and heat losses would increase by about 60 percent and the effect on
engine force AA is theoretically predicted to be less than 3 percent. The
theoretical predictions presented in figures 21 through 23 indicate that with
the heat release schedule described by the combustor pressure integral parameter
(reference 19) a thermal choke will occur for M° = 5.0, ¢ = 1.0 and a fore-
body surface angle betv_een 9.60 and 12 l° It must be noted that the
thermal choking of the combustor predicted here one dimensionally is a result
of assumptions made in reference 19 to obtain the wall pressure integral This
choking limit should not be interpreted as a general result and may not be a
real limit. The components of the engine forces AA and AB (in the flight
direction and in coefficient form) that make up the engine thrust are presented
in figures 21(a) and 21(b). The predicted engine thrust as shown in figure 22
increases with an increase in vehicle forebody angle _ to an angle of II° to
120 . The predicted specific impulse as shown in figure 23 decreases with
an increase in vehicle forebody angle. These observations on predicted engine
thrust and specific impulse iad_rate, from the view point of the Langley engine
and th_ presently assunled vehicle-engln_ co.,fiquration, that the vehicle should
be designed to cruise with vehicle forebody angles of .k_,,_ Ir)O
.... or less.
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Sensitivity of Predicted Engtne Force Parallel to Forebody
Surface to Predicted and Assumed Engine Parameters
The performance predictions of a scranklet engine are influenced to various
degrees by the predicted or assumed values for the engtne parameters discussed
in previous sections. The relat|ve effects on predicted performance (through
predicted engine force) of these engine parameters are discussed in terms of
vehicle forebody parameters, engine inlet parameters, combustor parameters,
and nozzle-plume parameters.
Vehicle forebody parameters.- The effect on predicted engine force hA of
increasing the forebody surface angle is demonstrated in figure 24 for Mo = 6.0.
The force AA and mass flow captured are nondimensionalized by the predicted
force hA and mass flow captured for vehicle forebody angle of 4.60 and pre-
sented in figure 24 as a function of forebody angle _. From the theoretical
results presented in figure 24 for ,',Io = 6.0, it is concluded that an increase
in the forebody angle (or vehicle angle of attack) results in a increase in the
predicted mass flovl captured by the engine and a like increase in predicted
force hA.
The effects of forebody boundary-layer losses as well as the engine's
internal boundary layer losses on engine thrust are introduced indirectly
through the heat-transfer predicted to pass from the engine capture flow through
the vehicle's forebody and engine's internal surfaces. The friction losses
are then approximated using the form of Reynolds analogy presented by equa-
tion (2) of the Appendix. In order to evaluate separately and concurrently the
sensitivity of predicted force hA to assumed values for forebody friction
and heat losses of the capture flow, three sets of computations were made for
Mo = 6.0 and the results are presented in figures 25 through 27. In fig-
ures 25 through 27 the forc-_ AA, mass flow captured, heat losses, and friction
losses are no_dimensionalized with respect to the corresponding parameters
predicted for the present engine at Mo = 6.0.
The curves of figure 25 were predicted with friction losses held constant
while allowing heat losses to vary from those predicted for Mo = 6.0. The
effects on predict__d force AA of increasing the engine's internal heat losses
(with the forebody heat loss held constant) are shown in figure 25(a) to be
quite small; less than l percent for 50 percent increase in engine internal
heat losses. Of particular note is that the capture mass flow remains constant.
The forebody, inlet, combustor and nozzle flow heat losses assumed for the
generation of the curves of figure 25(a) are related in the following manner to
the Mo = 6.0 values of figure l:
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_1N - X(_IN)PE
(6)
The effects on engine force AA and mass flow captured of increasing the fore-
body heat transfer (possibly by decreasing the forebody surface temperature)
are Illustrated in figures 25(b) and 25(c). The forebody, inlet, combustor,
and nozzle flow heat losses assumed for the generation of the curves of fig-
ures 25(b) and 25(c) are related in the following manner 1:o the values for
Mo = 6.0 of figure l:
AHf : _(AHf)pE
AH I : _(AHI)PE
AHcomb = {(AHcomb)PE
AHN = _(AHN)PE
(7)
An increase in forebody heat-transfer is shown to result in an increase in
engine force ^A and mass flow captured. A 23 percent increase in forebody
heat-transfer (change in forebody surface temperature from 666.7°K to lll.l°K)
results in a 4.7 percent to 6.6 percent increase in engine force AA and a
3.8 percent to 5.2 percent increase in mass flow captured. The predicted
increase in engine mass flow coincides with the fact that cooling the boundary
layer flow reduces the displacement thickness and therefore the mass flow
difference of the boundary layer due to friction losses.
The curves of figure 26 were predicted with heat losses held constant
while allowing friction losses to vary from those predicted at Mo = 6.0. The
effects on engine force AA of varying the engin#_ internal friction losses
(with the forebody friction losses held constant) are indicated in figure 26(a)
to be sma11. A 50 percent increase or decrease in engine internal friction
losses results, respectively, in a 2.25 percent to 3.35 percent decrease or a
2.45 percent to 3.52 percent increase in the engine's predicted force YtA
while capture mass flow remains constant. The forebody, Inlet, combustor and
nozzle flow friction losses used to generate the curves of figure 26(a) are
related in the following manner to the values for Mo = 6.0:
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The effects of varying the vehicle forebody frtctton losses on predicted values
of engine force AA and mass flow captured are Illustrated in figures 26(b)
and 26(c). The forebody, inlet, combustor, and nozzle flow friction losses
assumed in the generation of the curves of figures 25(b) and 25(c) are related
in the _ollowing manner to the values for M0 = 6.0:
AFf = _(AFf)pE
AF I = _(AFI)PE
AFcomb = _(AFcomb)PE
(9)
AFN = _(AFN)PE
A 50 percent increase in forebody friction loss results in a 19.5 percent to
22.7 percent decrease in the engine force AA with a corresDo,ding 17.2 per-
cent to 21.5 percent decrease in engine mass flow. The engine capture mass
flow without any boundary leyer would be between 13 percent to 18 percent
greater than the present case. Therefore, there Is a limit to the amount the
friction can be reduced relative to the heat loss and still be physically
realistic. Therefore, no conclusions will be drawn from the reduction in
friction portion of the curves of figures 26(b) and 26(c).
The curves of figure 27 were predicted assuming engine heat losses and
friction losses vary by the same factor from those predicted at Mo = 6.0.
This is the more realistic relationship to assume relative to possible errors
in predicted values. Equations(7)and(g)present the manner the forebody, inlet,
combustor, and nozzle flow heat and Friction losses (assumed to generate
figure 27) are related to the corresponding values for Mo = 6.0. The varia-
tlons of engine mass flow are presented in figure 27(a) and the variations of
predicted values for engine force AA are presented in figure 27(b). The
curves of figure 27 indicate that the beneficial effects of increased forebody
heat transfer can be realized only by not increasinq the friction losses in the
same proportion, otherwise they wlll be more than offset by the corresponding
increase in forebody friction losses.
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The theoretical results presented _th figures 24 througl 27 were obtatned
by varying simultaneously and separately various vehicle forebody (forebody
angle, friction and heat losses) and engtne internal (friction and heat losses)
flow characteristics. From these theoretical results it is concluded that the
engine's predicted capture mass flow and therefore the engine's predicted force
^A are strongly Influenced by any changes in forebody flow characteristics.
Therefore, it is confirmed that knowing the quantity and phystcal character-
tsttcs of the mass flow captured by the engine ts of primary importance for
predicting engine performance. The theoretical results of figures 24 through
27 a'_sc suogest _ome possible forebody design considerations which would lmprove
engt;le capture n_,ss flow as well as thrust. For example, a conical forebody
and forebody surface cooling (forebody surface washed by engine capture flow)
would decrease the boundary layer thickness at the engine inlet face as well
as decrease the boundary layer mass flow deficiency. Both of these forebody
characteristics would ipcrease engine capture flows and therefore thrust.
Engine inlet parameters.- There are five engine inlet parameters for which
engine performance sensit'ivities are known or are evaluated and the results
presented. Two of these, the friction and heat losses, were evaluated and the
results discussed along with the forebody flow friction and he_ loss results.
A third is the mass flow spilled. Previous results already presented (fig-
ures 24 through 27) indicate that engine force AA values are approximately pro-
portional to engine mass flow captured. The three remaining engine inlet
parameters are the additive drag, inlet aerodynamic contraction ratio and inlet
inviscid kinetic energy efficiency. The additive drag,and spillage mass flow
could possibly be a function of inlet contraction ratio but at the present time
the relationship is not known. The lowest value computed for the inlet inviscid
kinetic energy efficiency is .994 (for (Ml)Inv = 6) and is assumed for all
calculations.
The additive drag given by DA cos _ nondlmenslonallzed by the predicted
engine force AA is presented for Mo = 6.0 in figure 28 (plume drag is also
presented) as a function of forebody angle (_). The additive drag distribution
of figure 28 was generated in the manner discussed in a previous section. At
forebody angles of about 140 a 50 percent change in the predicted additive drag
can result in a 7.9 percent change (in the opposite direction) in predicted
engine force ^A" This sensitivity of predicted force AA to the additive
drag indicates the importance of an accurate prediction of additive drag.
The effects on engine force hA of varying the inlet aerodynamic contrac-
tion ratio from those determined experimentally is illustrated for rlo = 6.0
in figure 2g. The engine force AA predicted by varying the inlet aerodynamic
contraction ratio is presented as a function of the aerodynamic contraction
ratio AI/A 2 with both predicted force AA and aerodynamic contraction ratio
divided by the corrp_ponding v_lue assumed for Mo = 6.0. A 20 percent c_nge
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tn taler aerodynamic contraction ratto fs shown tn figure 29 to result tn a
3 percent to 4 percent change tn predicted engine force AA.
E the combustor rumt_rs.- There are sere. engine combJstor paramters
for c pre ct eng ne pe ormance sensitivities are kno_ or are evaluated
and the results presented and discussed. These combustor parameters are the
heat and friction losses, the combustor wall pressure integral factor, size of
the combustor exit area, injected fuel temperature, combustion chemtcal effi-
ctancy and the fuel equivalence ratio.
Predicted engine force AA sensitivities to friction and heat losses are
discussed in a previous section. The combustorwall pressure integral factor
is the integral of the actual combustor wall pressure area distribution ratioed
to a wall pressure area value corresponding to the assumption that the mean
combustor pressure is an arithmetic average of the combustor entrance and exit
values. If the arithmetic average of entrance and exit combustor pressures are
used instead of the integral, possible errors in predicted engine force A A
values at Mo = 8.0 are shown in reference Ig to be as large as 20 percent.
Therefore, a correlation for the combustor wall pressure integral factor
developed in reference 19 is utilized in the present computations. The size
of the combustor exit area for the Langley scramjet engine is fixed to be
64 percent of the cowl area and therefore the sensitivity of predicted engine
force ^A values to the size of the combustor exit area is not considered.
Theoretical computations of engine force revealed a 5.6 percent increase in
AA with an increase in injected fuel temperature (non-regenerative) from 300°K
to lO00°K; the feaslbilityof fuel temperatures of lO00°K is questionable.
Theoretical computations of engine force AA as a function of combustion effi-
ciency were made for the heat sink engine of reference 18. These theoretical
computations which were for Mo = 7 and ¢ - l.O revealed a decrease of com-
bustion efficiency from l.O to 0.85 resulted in a 14.1 percent decrease in
engine force AA"
The effects of the fuel equivalence ratio on engine force AA are illus-
trated in figure 30 for Mo = 6.0. The ratio of predicted engine force ^A
to that predicted for ¢ : l.O Is presented as a function of fuel equivalence
ratio ¢. Also presented in figure 30 is the corresponding engine force AA
distribution computed for the heat sink engine of reference 18 but for Mo - 7,
qo = 19,496 N/m 2 and combustion efficiency ncomb = 0.95. The combustion
efflciencles for the Langley scramjet engine computations are assumed to be
0.95 for _ : l.O and l.O for ¢ : 0.5 and 1.5. The conclusion can be drawn
from figure 30 that predicted engine force AA values are a strong function
of the fuel equivalence ratio. For fuel equivalence ratios between l.O and 0.5
the decrease in engine force AA is predicted to be 41 percent to 45.5 percent
depending on the vehicle forebody angle. For fuel equivalence ratios between
Ig
m, ml :_
1.0 and 1.5 the increase tn predicted engine force AA ts 18.2 percent to
19.S percent depending on the vehtcle forebndy angle. The conclusion can be
dram from the theoretical curves of figure 30 that the increase tn engine force
AA appears to level off above ¢ - 1.5 whtch ts consistent vlth other
calculations.
Engtn e nozzle parameters.- There are five engine nozzle parameters for
which engine perf_'nce sensitivities are known or are to be evaluated and the
results presented. These nozzle parameters are the nozzle flow heat and fric-
tion losses, the average nozzle exit flow angle relative to the vehtcle fore-
body, the nozzle plume drag, and the size of the nozzle exit area A4 relattve
to the Inlet capture area AI.
Predicted engine force ^A sensitivities to nozzle flow heat and friction
losses are discussed in a previous section. The average nozzle exit _low angle
{B) relative to the vehicle forebody is shown to be between 0° and -8 {fig-
ure 12) which influences engine force AA prediction through multiplication of
cos B times {smallest value of cosine B is greater than O.9g) the nozzle
exit momentum. As the engine thrust is a small difference between two large
numbers, the nozzle exit flow momentum and the inlet entrance flow momentum,
this correction on the nozzle exit momentum can result in significant percentage
changes in predicted engine force AA" For example, computations for the he_t
sink engine (of reference 18) for Mo-- 7.0 and ¢- 1.0 for B- 0° and-6 °
revealed 3.8 percent reduction in predicted engine force /tA. The nozzle plume
drag given by DE cos _ nondlmenslonallzed by the predicted engine force AA
is presented for Mo --6.0 in figure 28 as a function of the forebody flow
angle {_). The plume drag distribution of figure 28 was generated in the manner
discussed in a previous section. A BO percent change in the predicted plume
drag can result in a 3 percent change in predicted engine force AA.
The effects of reducing the slze of the nozzle exlt area on predicted
engin_ force AA are illustrated for Mo - 6.0 in figure 31. This reduction
in size of the nozzle exit area was affected by the reduction of the length of
the vehicle afterbody portion of the nozzle while keeping the same vehicle
afterbody surface angle. For Mo = 6.0 and the present engine-vehlcle config-
uration, a 49.5 percent reduction in nozzle length results in a 39 percent
reduction in size of the nozzle exit area and a 13 percent to 15.2 percent reduc-
tion in predlcted engine force AA.
CONCLUS IOHS
A one-dimensional theoretical method Is presented for the prediction of a
scramJet engine's internal performance. This method of solution consists of
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combining a one-dimensional flow rode1 and real gas equilibrium thermodynamics
wtth the control volume concept. Using this one-dimensional theoretical method,
the eval'Jatton of the effects of vehicle forebody flow parameters and character-
tsttcs on predicted thrust values for the Langley scrmJet engine indicate that
the engine's predicted capture mass flow, and lhus the predicted thrust, is
strongly Influenced. It is confirmed that knowledge of the quantity and
physical characteristics of tJae mass flow captured by the engine is shown to be
of primary importance for predicting engine performance. Also some vehtcle
forebody design considerations such as htgh surface cooling and shaping the
forebody are suggested as they would decrease the boundary layer mass defect and
thus increase engine mass flow. The theoretical evaluation of the effects of
any changes tn the engine's internal parameters on predicted thrust values
indicate changes in some internal parameters such as additive drag, fuel equiva-
lence ratio, nozzle length or nozzle exit area and combustor pressure integral
cause significant changes in values of predicted internal thrust. Changes in
other internal engine parameters such as heat and friction losses and plume
drag result in less significant changes in the predicted values of thrust.
Theoretical internal engine performance predictions in terms of thrust
coefficient and specific impulse are presented for free-stream Hach numbers of
5, 6, and 7, free-stream dynamic pressure of 23,940 N/_ 2, fore_dy surface angles
from 4.60 through 14.6o and a fuel equivalence ratio of l.O. These engine
performance predictions indicate combustor thermal choking at free-stream Mach
number of 5.0 and a vehicle forebody ar.jle between 9.6 ° and 12.1°; this thermal
choking as predicted one dimensionally is a function of the combustor exit size
and wall pressure integral assumed. From the viewpoint of the predicted inter-
nal thrust and specific impulse, the vehicle should be designed to cruise with
vehicle forebody angles of less than lO °.
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APPENDIX
Performance Analysts and Solutton Technique
The method of calculating engine performance consists of combining a one-
dimensional flutd flow model with real gas equilibrium thermodynamic properties
and the control volume concept Illustrated in figure 2. The capture mass flow
passes from the free stream, through the vehtcle bow shock, along the forebody
surface, through the inlet (spilling flow through the bottom of the inlet),
through the combustor and out through the nozzle exit. The changes in the flow
properties through the engine are computed by means of the one-dimensional
conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy. Calculations for the
capture flow are made separately for the vehlcle forebody flow field, inlet,
combustor, and nozzle. These one-dimensional computations account approximately
for the shock losses, friction losses, and heat losses that occur in e_rh com-
ponent of the engine. Details of the analysis of each component flow process
and the methods used to obtain a solution are presented in the following
sections.
Free-Stream Flow
The free-stream conditions ahead of the forebody shock (station "o") are
computed based on the 1962 Standard Atmosphere Tables (reference 20). In order
to accomplish the computations of the free-stream conditions using reference 20,
values for the flight altitude and Mach number are required. Initial guesses
for free-stream capture area (Ao) and total momentum of the capture flow
(PoAo + WoVo) are then computed from these conditions using an initial guess
for the capture _ss flow (Wo). These free-stream flow quantities are modified
in the portion of the forebody flow field computations in which the actual
capture mass flow is computed.
Forebody Flow
The change in flow properties from the free stream across the forebody
flow field to a station on the surface just in front of the inlet (station l)
is computed using a form of the one-dimensional momentum and energy equations.
These equations account for forebody flow friction and heat losses as well as
inlet mass flow spillage. A method is also included which approximately
accounts for forebody shock losses. The pressure ratio pl/Po across the bow
shock, the inviscid kinetic energy efficiency (nK)f across the bow shock, inlet
(wo - wI)
mass flow spillage to free-stream capture flow excluding spillage Wo
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are specified. The forebody tnvtsctd ktnet(c energy efficiency (nK) f is given
by,
(nK) f 1(v: 1, S I
(A;)
The subscript "S" means these parameters correspond to the expansion of station
"1" f|ow 1sentroptcally to the pressure at the preceding fi(_tatton (which tn
thts case is station 0). The prime means no forebody shock tosses are included
in thls quantity. The forebody friction losses are computed using the form of
Reynolds analogy as given by,
(CFAv)f (PV)Avf (ht_ o-hw, f) (Aw)f
_Hf : 2 (A2)
The momentum relationship assumed for the one-dimensional forebody flow
is given by,
Wl (V , S) + Al, S Pl, S = Po Ao + Wl Vo - ( )
AV (Aw)f (CFAv)f
I !
-(Ao - AI, S ) F (Po' Pl, S) (A3)
orl
!
V1, S
PoAo V2 AW
: w-3- +Vo" )f (CFAv f
I I I
(Ao - Al S) ' A1 Pl S
- • _ F (po,Pl' S) , S _.
W1 W1
(A4)
The momentum relationship of equations (3) and (4) include no forebody shock
l
losses. For Pl, S equal Po '
!
F (Po' Pl, S) - Po (A5)
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and, combining equations (4) and (5) gtvu.
, v_ (_1) (CrAv)fVl, S" Vo'_Vf t'
Utilizing the form of Reynolds analoa_y as put forth tn equation (2) gtves,
2
v2 p,._"_.f(vAV)_
(P-2-)AVf (_'l)f (CFAv) f - lht, ° - hw,fN 1
combining equations (6) and (7) gives,
(A6)
(A7)
2
I
Vl, S = Vo PrT AHf(VAv)f
-.Cht.'o..,,.f), I (A8)
T_',-stng the forebody shock losses on
shock kinetic energy efficiency gives,
I
Vl, S through use of the forebody
Vl S "V1 S (nK)
9 l
(Ag)
The energy relationship assumed for the one-dimensional forebody flow is gtven
by,
.._ ._ AHf
ho + = hl, S + + W"I" (AlO)
or
V2
Vo2 I,S AHf
hl, S-- ho+ 2 2 W1
(All)
with hl, S and Pl, S known (Pl, S = Po ) an iteration on the temperature is
performed. The first guess for TI, S is that it is equal to To and
succeeding guesses are computed using,
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• • . , .... J
hl t S " h'_
T1. S" (T'I. S" AT) + 2AT_ h+.,h. ,/
(AlZ)
Thermodynamic property data are then used to find the values of h" for
TI, S - AT) and h÷ for (T1, S + AT), respectively, and the iteration is con-
tnued until succeeding guesses of T1, S differ by less than one degree. The
thermodynamic property data that are used tn the present calculatlon_constst
of values for enthalpy, entropy, specific heat, and molecular wetght_f each
species included in the equilibrium calculations. The data are taken from
reference 12 and the enthalpy base is adjusted to match that of reference 13.
The station 1 flow conditions are then determined using the t sentroptc
flow relations and the station 1 tsentropically expanded flow conditions de-
fined in equations (1) through (12). The isentropic flow relationship between
station 1 areas A1 and A1, S is given by,
A1
A1, S
(1Wo-Wl)Pl, S Vl, S Ao - Wo (A13)
where Al, j is the area at station 1 that mass flow Wo {no spillage) would
occupy wlth station l velocity and density {including boundary layer losses).
The are_' Al, j would be equal to the cowl area if there were no forebody fric-
tion and heat losses and no inlet spillage. In order to find station l flow
conditions, an Isentroplc compression process from the station l Isentroplcally
expanded flow {subscript l, S) to station l flow is computed using equation (13)
in conjunction with a double Iteratlon process. This double iteration process
consists of assuming a capture mass flow Wl and iterating on Ao/Al, j until
a value of Al/Al, S is obtained which when substituted into the Isentroplc
relatlonsproduces a value of pl/Po within O.OOl of the value specified
initially. The isentropic relations and the method of solution are as follows:
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Isentroptc hlattons
K I MEF= I+---_.-
(A14)
(AIS)
(Al6)
A trlal value of FI = FI, S
are computed untll the new FI
for the values of Pl and TI
is assumed Inltlally and successive values of
changes by less than 0.001. Initial guesses
are obtained from:
FI
(Al7)
T1 =T1, S IF11-_I
The thermodynamic property data are then used along wtth {Pl' T1 + AT) and
+
(PI' TI) to obtain entropy values of SI and
the temperature is improved by the equation
(Ale)
SI, respectively. The value of
$I S" S1
I_-Tl $I +T1 = TI " S1 (Alg)
+
Where SI and SI are the entropies for the states corresponding to (Pl, TI)
and (Pl' TI + AT), respectively. Successive values of TI are computed until
the new value of Tl c_nputed differs from the old value by one degree. The
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e
value of the capture mass flow WI is then computed fr_
II W° " WI1WI = Pl Vl Ac " W°
(A20)
and compared with the assumed value for WI. If the ratio of the new value of
Wl to the assumed value differs from l.O by more than 0.001 the entire itera-
tion procedure is repeated using the new value of Wl as the assumed value.
This iteration is required because (AH)f is independent of WI. When the ratio
of the new value of W] to the assumed value differs by 0.OOl or less, the
free-stream capture mass flow and capture area (both excluding inlet spillage),
and the free-stream _:omentum of the capture mass flow Wl are computed by
/< 1Wo = Wl Wo (A21)
Ao = Wo/PoV ° (A22)
II W° " W11
_o = (PoAo + WoVo) " W°
(A23)
In the present forebody computations tile engine capture flow is penalized
relative to friction and heat-transfer losses at the free-stream pressure.
Physically these lo_ses would occur at the forebody pressure and would result
in a different entropj gain. A check into the effect of imposing the forebody
friction and heat losses at the forebody pressure revealed an increase in pre-
dicted mass capture from 1.5 percent to 7 percent and an increase in thrust
coefficient of 1.9 percent to lO percent for the range of forebody angles
considered.
Inlet Flow
The change in flow preperties from the forebody or (or inlet entrance)
station l to the _nlet throat or station 2 is computed in a similar manner to
that of the forebody flow. A form of the one-dimensional momentum and energy
equations is used which accounts for inlet friction and heat losses as well as
inlet mass flow sp'llage and a similar method is utilized to approximately
account for inlet flow shock losses. The area ratio AI/A2 from inlet
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entrance to inlet throat, the ratio of the tnlet tnvtsctd kinetic energy .-fft-
ctency (nK) I (assumed to be equal to .994) through the inlet shocks, the ratio
of inlet ,ass flow sptllage to free-stream capture flow excluding sptllage(wo -. l)
and the tnlet flow heat loss (AHI) are specified. The tnletWo
kinetic energy efficiency is given by
(v2,s)z
: (A24)
(nK)I (V'2, S)2
which differs from the normal kinetic energy efficiency definition in that
only the inviscid inlet shock losses are included. The friction losses are
estimated through the Reynolds analogy expression given in the following
relationships.
(CFAv)I (PV)Av, I (ht, o -hw, I) AW, I
AHI = 2 (A25)
2 Pr3
This method of consideration of friction losses with heat losses is felt to be
preferable to that of using adiabatic experimental kinetic energy efficiencies.
The use of ht, o in the Reynolds analogy expression throughout the inlet
combustor and nozzle is Justifiable through the fact that sensitivity studies
on varying friction losses revealed large changes in an engine's internal
friction losses result in small changes in engine performance. The remaining
governing equations for inlet flow are
, , , (pV2)AV
WIV2, S + P2, sA2, S = PIAl + WIVl 2
, !
- (Al - A2, S ) F (Pl' P2, S)
I )
AW, I (CFAv I
(A26)
' PlAl
V2, S = W--l--+ Vl
I I
P2 S A2_ S
. P
gl
(pV2)AV, I AW, I
2 Wl (CFAv)I
F(PI' P2, S) = Pl
(Al - A2, S)
WI
I
F (PI' P2, S)
(A27)
(A28)
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V1, S " V1 .
2
(pV2)AV, I (CFAv) = (ht, o" hW, I)WI
2 ' 1 I
(A29)
(A30)
2
' Pr) AHI VAV_. I
V2, S = V1 - (ht, o" hw, I)WI
(A31)
1
V2, S = V2, S (nK)I (A32)
V2hl + = h2, S + -_+ AHI (A33)
V2h2, S = hl + - _- AHI (A34)
T2, S = (T2, S " AT) + 2AT 2 (A35)
A2 P2_ S V2t S A1 (A36)
Isentropic Relatlons
F2 = (F2 . l)E2, S 2 E2, S A2 'S'
K2, S" 1 A2, S M2, F2'
(A37)
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r., (A38)
K-1
E = _ (A39)
Guessed values of pressure and temperature are computed from:
(A4O)
T2 : T2, S IF22_) (A41)
As for the forebody flow computations, the thermodynamic property data of
references 12 and 13 are used along with (P2' T2 + AT) and (P2' T2)" The value
of the temperature is improved by the equation
$2 m S " S2
+
(TT2 / S2"S2T2 = T2 2 + AT (A42)
+
where SZ and S2 are the entropies for the states corresponding to (Pz' T2)
and (P2' T2 + AT), respectively. When successive values of T2 differ by less
A2
than 1°, the area ratio is computed from the relation
A2, S
A2 P2, S V2 _ S I (A43)
and compared with the value computed by equation (36). If the value of
A2/A2, S computed by equation (43) is not within O.O0001 of the value computed
by equation (36) the new station 2 flow values are input into equation (37) for
the isentroplc expanded flow parameters and the iteration beginning with
equation (37) is repeated.
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...... Combustor Flow
The change in f'low properties from the -inlet throat or coM)ustor entrance
(statton 2) to the combustor exit station (station 3) ts computed utilizing a
fore of the one-dimensional momentum and energy equations. The one-dtmnstonal
flow equations as utflized in the combustor analysts are generated through
application of the control volume concept on the combustor as indicated in
figure 3. The fuel equivalence ratio ¢, combustion efficiency ncomb, the
combustor heat loss _Hcomb, the area ratio across the combustor A3/A 2, heat
added (J/Kg) to the combustor per kilogram of fuel (ht)fuel, and the total heat
added to fuel AHfuel through the engine cooling cycle are specified.
The one-dimensional momentum equation as obtained through applicattom of
the control volume concept to the co_bustor is given by,
WIV 2 + P2A2 = V3W 1 Il
"3"- PwdA
2"
Wfuel__ (pV2)AV, comb. )
+ Wl / + P3A3 + 2 AW, comb(CfAv comb
(A44)
The wall pressure integral is given by,
"3" PWdA = (A3 - A2) (P3 + P2 )
I121l
The parameter Bp is the co_nbustor wall pressure integral factor of reference
19 which r_lates the wall pressure integral with the value for the integral
assuming the wall pressure distribution can be approximated by the arithmetic
average of She combustor entrance (station "2") and exit (station "3") pressures.
The form of Reynolds analogy assumed is given by,
.-.'\ AV/_ co_.b pV AV, comb ht, o " hw, comb AW, comb
AHcomb "2 ' (A46)
2Pr 3
2
(pV2)AV, co_:b (C_ ) • pr_ aHcomb VAV' comb (A47)
2 AW, comb. 'AV comb (ht',o " hw, comb )
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Substituting equation (47) into equatton (44) end rearranging gtves
V3 (A48)
The one-dimensional energy equation as obtained through application of
the control volume concept on the combustor is given by
Ih V§ AHcomb AHfuelht, 3 : 2 + T W1 + gl
- (l - ncomb) (h)fuel
Wfuel] (A49)
The use of the combustion efficiency in the manner shown in equation (49)
accounts for the reduction in heat release corresponding to the portion of the
fuel not burned. The one-dimensional energy relatlon for the combustor exit
(station 3) gives
h3 = ht, 3 ""2- (A50)
The method of solution for the flow conditions at the combustor exit (station 3)
consists of making a first guess for the pressure P3 and temperature T3,
computing a first guess for the velocity V3 from equation (48) and computing
a first guess for the enthalpy h_ from equations (49) and (50). Thermodynamic
property datl are then used to obtain first guess values for the remaining
combustor exit conditions. The first guess for the combustor exit mass flow
is then computed from
(W3)G = P3V3Ac (ASI)
32
and compared with the: kn_ cem_tor ex_-ma. fTow glven:by: : ; ...........
v3=wI +w-T-J (A_)
The combustor exit static pressure is thee corrected by
W3
P3 : (P3)G T_'_G (A53)
This iteration procedure is repeated until the ratio of the computed (or guessed)
mass flow from. equation (5!) to the known mass flow oF equation (52) differs
From l.O by O.O001.
z
Nozzle Flow
The change in flow properties from c(_.Ibustorexit (or nozzle entrance)
station 3 to tne nozzle exit station 4 is computed using a form of the one-
dimensional mc_nentum and energy equations assuming equilibrium chemistry.
The form of these equations also accounts for nozzle Flow friction and heat
losses. The area ratio A4/A l from the nozzle exit to the inlet entrance and
the nozzle heal losses are specified.
For a well designed nozzle (no strong shock waves) the flow is essentially
isentropic in nature and therefore the method of computation consists of first
expanding the flow from the combustor exit (station 3) to the nozzle exit
(station 4) isentropically corresponding to the area ratio given by
A4 :_l
I
The -:ot,ai enthalr.y z:t 3re'ion 4 is g_vcn b)
(A54)
ht, _ _ ht, (A55)
33
h4'
The ._hod of solutton and thet_r_p_e rellttons are as follovs.
Xsentrop|c Relat|ons
E3 E3
1 2
F=I+_-IM 2
2
(A57)
Guessed values of pressure and temperature are computed from
K3
P4, A = P3 --'F(_)
(ASB)
(A59)
T4, A = T3 A (A60)
As was for the forebody flow computations, the thermodynamic property data are
then used along with (P4, A' T4, A + AT), and (P4, A' T4, A ) to obtain values
+
of Sl and SI. The guessed value of the temperature is improved by
$3 " S4e A
. S+
where $4, A and S+4, A are the entropies for the states corresponding to
(P4, A' T4, A ) and (P4, A' + AT), respectively. When successive values of
T4, A differ by less than l° the area ratio A4/A 3 is computed from the
relation
34
%A4 P3 V3[,< >]'P4, A ht, 4 " h4, A
and compared with the value computed by equation (54). If the value of A4/A 3
computed by equation (62) is not witht:l 0.00001 of the value computed by equa-
tion (54), the new flow values corresponding to the subscript (4, A) are input
into equation (56) for the station 3 parameters and the iteration beginning
with equation (56) is repeated.
The momentum relationship assumed for the one-dimensional nozzle flow is
given by
2
Pr_ AHN VAV, N
V4 = V4, A " (ht, o - hW,'"N)W3 (A63)
and the one-dimensional energy equation assumed is given by
V_ AHN
h4 = h3 + " T" T 3
(A64)
The first guess of the nozzle exit static pressure and temperature is made
using the relations of adiabatic flow of a perfect gas in a constant area chan-
nel with friction. The Mach number is computed by iterating for the Mach num-
ber M4 using the relation
l
Va I F4 12M4 - (A65)Vz,, A M4, A F4-_ '
K- l M2 (A66)
where, F = l +---_---
and K4 is asJumed equal to K:, A" The value of M4, A is used as the first
guess for M4 (in F4 on right-hand side of equation (65))end the iteration is
35
repeated unttl successive values of N4 differ by less tMn 0.001. When this
tolerence ts satisfied the ftrst guess static pressure and tmperature are
computed us|rig
P4 " P4, A H44 (A67)
T4 = T4, A F/F4-'_" / (A68)
With a guess for P4 (equation (67)) and the value for h4 computed by
equation (64), an iteration on the temperature is performed using as a first guess
the value of T4 computed by equation (68). Succeeding guesses for T4 are
computed from
(A69)
Thermodynamic property data of references 12 and 13 are used to find the
values of h- for (T 4 - AT) and h+ for (T 4 + AT),respectively, and the Itera-
tion is repeated until succeeding guesses for T4 dtffer by less than 1o The
area A4 is computed from the relation
W3
A4 = _ (A70)
The area A4 as computed by equation (70) is compared with the value of
A4 as computed from
A4
A4 --_ll AI (A71)
If the nozzle exit area computed by equation (70) is not within O.Ol per-
cent of the value computed by equation (71) a new guess for the value of P4is made using
36
P4 = A4
1 ,
(A72)
The Iteration ts then repeated beginning _th equation (69) unttl the two
values of the nozzle extt area A4 a_ree wtthtn 0.01 percent.
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• T_EI
Parameters Needed for Engine
Performance Computations
Free Stream
I. Altitude (meters)
2. Free-_tream Mach number Mo
3. (ht, o - hw) (Joules/Kgi
4. Guessed captur_ mass flow (Kg/sec)
Ac - Al
5. Spillage flow parameter A
C
Forebod X Flow
1. Pressure ratio across forebody shock, pl/Po
2. Inviscid forebody flow Mach number, Ml, Inv.
3. Kinetic energy efficiency across forebody shock, (nK)f
4. Loss of heat by capture flow to forebody, (AH)f (Joules/sec)
5. Cowl area
6. Forebody angle to flight direction, _ (deg)
Inlet Flow
I. Inlet contraction ratio, AI/A 2
2. Kinetic energy efficiency across inlet shocks, (nK)I
3. Loss of heat by capture flow to inlet surfaces, (_H) I (Joules/sec)
Combustor Flow
I. fuel Equivalence ratio,
2. Combustion efficiency, (_)comb
3. Combustor exit area to combustor entrance area, A3/A 2 (A3/Ac= 0.64)
4. Combustor wall pressure integral parameter, Bp
5. Loss of heat by capture flow to combustoF surfaces, (&H)comb (Joules/sec)
6. Heat added to the combustor per kilogram of fuel, (ht)fuel (Joules/Kg)
7. Heat ad(ed to fuel due to regenerative cooling of engine, (AH)fuel
(Joules/sec)
40
TABLE I,- Continued
Nozzle Flow
I. Equilibrium flow is assumed
2. Area ratio across nozzle, A4/A 3
3. Nozzle kinetic energy efficiency, (nK)N
4. Loss of heat by capture flow to nozzle surfaces, (AH)N (Joules/sec)
5. Nozzle exit flow angle with forebody surface, B (deg)
Stream Tube Force _arameters
I. Pressure force on the capture flow stream tube over the spillage area
and normal to forebody surface, A I (N)
2. Pressure force on the lower surface of the plume normal to forebody
surface, A (N)
P
3. Inlet additive drag, DA (N)
4. Nozzle Plume drag, DE (N)
41
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Figure 19.- Theoretical mass weighted nozzle exit flow anqle for
the heat sink engine of reference 18 ratioed to the
nozzle exit flow angle for ¢ = 1.0 as comparedwith
the same parameter for the present engine.
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Figure 25.- Effects of engine canture mass flow heat losses with engine friction
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Figure 29.- Effec; of ; ,:,'> namic contraction ratio on engine force AA .
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Figure 30.- Effect of fuel equivalence ratio on engine force AA .
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